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About This Game

The cube rolls non-stop along the road. It's up to you to control it! Go as far as you can and set a new high-score! This game
requires intense concentration, so get ready!

Features:

Fun arcade game

3D graphics

Interesting gameplay

Acheivements

Multi-platform (Mac, Windows, Linux)

Your task is to progress as far as possible, which is not as easy as it sounds! On the way, you will have to dodge various
obstacles. Hit an obstacle, and GAME OVER. Beautiful 3D graphics with simple and convenient controls means competitive

fun for the whole family!
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Title: Keep Rollin!
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bullid Games
Publisher:
Bullid Games
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core2Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD2000

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English,French,Italian,German,Greek,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Japanese
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Oh dear... this game isn't totally bad, but it relies heavily on one kind of 'puzzle' that makes the game annoying to play. Before I
describe the problem further I'd like to say something about the other aspects of the game first.

The story isn't great and the voice acting is pretty bad. The graphics are well drawn, but the animation of the characters looks
very wooden even for a HOG. The music is quite good, but the sound effects (especially the footstep sound) get on your nerves
very fast. Overall that would already make it an average HOG that I would have to think about if I would recommend it or not,
but 'luckily' there is something else that makes that decision very easy.

There are hidden object scenes in the game. They are quite unfair (the kind that shows only the shape of an object and that
shape is even partially hidden) and have some absolutely wrong labelled items (a flute is labelled as a 'recorder' in the very first
one) in them. The game uses a very special (pun intended) other kind of silhouette based scene too. Sometimes when you use an
object a screen with the object that you try to use shows up and in the background you see a silhouette that you need to match
by rotating the object along all three axis. If that sounds not very fun and quite complicated to you, then you might understand
why I'm not really happy that this kind of puzzle is the main feature of the game. There are even hidden object scenes that
require you to solve up to five silhouette puzzles in a row.

This 'feature' is absolutely overused and totally kills the already quite mediocre game. Those puzzles aren't so much fun to base
almost your whole game on. Overall the game just isn't good, but if you really like this one specific kind of '3D' puzzle, then I
guess you might enjoy this game. Otherwise there are so many other casual adventure games out there that are just much more
fun to play.. Drifting mode is so bad.. I love this game! A nice, single-player game. So simple, yet so well-executed. It's a nice
change from most other VR stuff! :). This is a good game to zone out to. Nothing too exciting. a great game to calm down with
no matter how old you are.. Having a lot of fun, would recommend!. I say this is a fun little game, I find the retro music
entertaining. It gets harder in time and I did find it diffucult with the keys. But, for most it not might be, because one button
uses the ctrl button which im not used to using. So thats just me. I find the graphics quirky in a good way. It's less than a dollar,
so go buy it and have some fun A+

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9v0y70rmQjc. Wife really likes this game. GOOOD!. The game seems cool, with only a
few minor bugs and anoyances,
however, it appears to be dead.. Free cancer game!
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STOP TORTURING MY BRAIN WITH CONSTANT INTERRUPTIONS

I really want to like this game, but I can't recommend it. The main problem is that  the game does not let you play. It keeps
interrupting your fun with stupid crap that doesn't even need to be there. It really is a shame because the game looks
very polished and well coded, but it fails at the design level.

+ The core concept of the evolving, constantly moving tower defense is great <- Thats the fun part, devs!
+ The art style is unique and fun to look at
+ The goofy storytelling is enjoyable

- Most buildings in the game serve no purpose.
  - Recycler - Why do I need to build a building to 'sell' other buildings?
  - Printamp - I have to build the same thing eight times just to unlock other buildings?
  - Maintainer - I'm supposed to cover the map with these to counter the most annoying game mechanic ever...
- The mechanic of printing buildings looks futuristic and cool at first but it really gets tiring. Let me explain why:
  1. You decide you want to build something over here
  2. Scroll back to the mothership and click the building icon
  3. Get distracted by something else while the building is printed
  4. Get your attention back to the building once it is finished printing
  5. Scroll back to the site you want it to be placed
  6. Get distracted by something else while it is flying there
  7. Make use of the building once it has landed
  8. Repeat this 3-4-5 times EVERY MINUTE
- The random building fog mechanic is the single most annoying, useless thing you can come up with. Why is it in the
game???

Good ideas, sloppy design.. I bought this on a whim as the interactions looked interesting, and it didn't disappoint! Just
like Water Bears this is a nice puzzler to sink your teeth into. For me it took a little more than an hour to finish all the
standard levels, then there are user made levels but I have not dived into those yet.

The puzzles themselves ramp up nicely, new pieces are introduced and then used in more advanced constellations.

The world itself feels very coherent, it fits well together, has nice audio and animations, a non-spoken journey through
the world across the levels.

All in all, if you like beam based puzzles, this should be well worth your coin :). Hey, whenever I try to start the game
instead of actually showing the game, only the audio starts playing. has anyone else encountered this, and if so, how did
you deal with it? also the thumbs down is because I have no ability to actually review the game. I'm sure the game itself
is probably good. This is a "time management" game - plain ans simple.
It works fine in Win7 64bit. This is a cool little gaming artifact of the late 1990s. Coming out a year after BioWare's
premier game, Shattered Steel, it has numerous similarities\u2014outdoor maps, deforming terrain, a story about AI
gone rogue, a rather tank-like feel, etc. But, it is a little more Quake than Mechwarrior, in that it has a 1-through-10
weapon roster, health pickups, and just-slightly-archaic-for-the-time sprite based enemies.

It's hard to say that it's a better game than the average for the time, but it does have a good sense of focus and style,
dropping a lot of cruft that began to appear around this time (e.g., overly elaborate mission briefings and loadout
screens), and embracing cinematic cutscenes and a throbbing CD-audio soundtrack.

Also, it's a Russian game about a collectivist industrial AI gone wrong, so that's some neat flavor right off the bat.. An
hectic little top down zombie game with huge hordes and over the top weapons. Fun for a half hour or so, but
otherwise, not worth the dosh.. Very fragile team but man can they rip past your players.
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